Generating visible-like face images from thermal images is essential to perform manual and automatic cross-spectrum face recognition. We successfully propose a solution based on cascaded refinement network that, unlike previous works, produces high quality generated color images without the need for face alignment, large databases, data augmentation, polarimetric sensors, computationally-intense training, or unrealistic restriction on the generated resolution. The training of our solution is based on the contextual loss, making it inherently scale (face area) and rotation invariant. We present generated image samples of unknown individuals under different poses and occlusion conditions. We also prove the high similarity in image quality between ground-truth images and generated ones by comparing seven quality metrics. We compare our results with two state-of-the-art approaches proving the superiority of our proposed approach.
INTRODUCTION
The deep learning-driven surge in face recognition accuracy enabled and widened the deployment of face recognition in challenging scenarios. Such scenarios may not benefit from subject collaboration or optimal capture environment, such as suboptimal illumination. This was a major drive behind face recognition in the thermal spectrum. Interest in thermal imaging technology has significantly grown recently, and thermal cameras have evolved to become affordable and integratable. However, they still suffer low performances due to low image resolution, lack of textural and geometrical information, and shortage in available face training data. Therefore, generating high-quality face images from thermal captures is essential to enable automatic and manual face comparisons.
Previous works faced challenges in producing high quality visible images from thermal images. Using more informative, yet less cost efficient and less integrable, polarimetric thermal images enhanced the quality of the generated images to some degree [1, 2] . Most of these previous works were limited to generating gray-scale visible images and did not consider occlusion. Recent works proposed using generative adversarial networks (GAN) to make the conversion [1, 3] . However, the computationally-needy, data-hungry, lowresolution nature of GANs lead to less than optimal results given the limited data availability and the possible negative effect of data augmentation on an accurate conversion.
In this work, we successfully propose the use of cascaded refinement networks coupled with the contextual loss to generate high quality colored visible images from thermal captures. This eliminated the need of computationally-intense training and large aligned databases. Moreover, our solution is inherently rotation invariant and does not require source image alignment. To prove the success of our solution, we present visible samples of generated images in different poses and occlusion scenarios. A quantitative analysis of generated image quality is performed proving the high similar quality properties of the generated image to the ground-truth images. We compare our results with two recently proposed approaches proving higher image properties similarity to the ground-truth and higher visual quality of our solution.
RELATED WORK
Cross spectrum face recognition can be seen under two categories, cross spectrum matching and cross spectrum generation. The matching aims at direct comparison of images captured under different spectrum. The generation category brings images to a common spectrum to enable both, manual face comparison by experts and automatic face recognition.
Although some works adopting the cross spectrum matching approach have reported significant performances [4, 5] , it is challenging for these techniques to be integrated with existing commercial and academic face recognition systems. Moreover, further development of such techniques requires large cross spectrum databases . Such a solution eliminate the possibility of manual comparison required for some legal processes. Therefore, in this work, we focus on generating a visible-like face image from thermal captures.
Li et al. [6] were one of the earliest researchers to investigate thermal to visible face generation. They proposed learning-based framework that exploits the local linearity in the spatial domain of the image and also in the image mani-folds followed by applying Markov random field to improve the hallucinated visible face. Considering the recent breakthroughs in deep learning, Zhang et al. [1] employed deep generative models, particularly Conditional Generative Adversarial Neural network to synthesize visible faces from polarimetric inputs. Riggan et al. [2] proposed a convolution neural network that aims to map edge-based features both locally and globally from the polarimetric to the visible domain. Even though these two solutions were evaluated on conventional thermal data, they are designed for polarimetric data that capture more geometric and textural information. Moreover, the above mentioned works generated visible face images in gray scale and discarded face generation under operational conditions such as head pose and occlusion variations. A recent work by Zhang et al. [3] considered synthesizing colored faces from thermal images with various head poses and occlusion with eyeglasses. However, it is still very different from our framework as they used Conditional Generative Adversarial Neural network. Given that GANs are data hungry, they had to use data augmentation to train the model, resulting in generated images with high level of visible artifacts. Moreover, the work used aligned images and did not mention the generated images resolution, which is commonly limited by the computational and data requirements of the GAN.
METHODOLOGY

Fig. 1:
The CRN-based multi-scale approach to transform thermal images into visible-like images. Here, only three consecutive modules are shown as an example. These cascaded modules can be repeated to reach the targeted resolution.
Proposed approach: To generate images, we propose to base our approach on the cascaded refinement network (CRN) [7] . We chose the CRN as the basic block for our image generation as it considers multi-scale information and based on training a limited number of parameters. This allows for a higher resolution generation and less data size dependency in comparison to solutions based on GAN. CRN is a convolutional neural network that consists of inter-connected refinement modules. Each module consists of only three layers, input, intermediate, and output layer. The first module considers the lowest resolution space (4x4 in our case). This resolution is duplicated in the successor modules until the last module (128x128 in our case), matching the target image resolution. For more detailed description of the CRN, one can refer to [7] .
To control the training of our CRN network, we used the contextual loss function (CL) [8] . This choice is based on our need for: a) a loss function that is robust to not well aligned data (as in our use-case where input face images are not uniformly aligned), and b) neglect outliers on the pixel level (in comparison to pixel level loss [9, 10] ). Gramm loss [11] can satisfy the two mentioned conditions, however, unlike CL, it does not constrain the content of the generated image as it describes the image globally.
The CL function can be calculated between the source and the generated images, or between the target (ground-truth) and the generated images. The source-generated loss aims at saving the details of the source image such as detailed boundaries. The target-generated loss maintains the properties of the target image in the generated image, e.g. target image style. In our case, as will be presented in the next section, the source and target training image pairs are of identical faces. Therefore, the target-generated loss also maintains the detailed properties of the object in the source image.
Both losses were calculated between image embeddings extracted by a pre-trained VGG19 [12] network trained on the ImageNet database [13] . The total loss is calculated as given in [8] and formulated as:
where s, t, and g are the are the source, target, and generated images respectively. CX is the rotation and scale invariant contextual similarity [8] . Φ is a perceptual network, VGG19 in our work. Φ ls (x), Φ lt (x) are the embeddings vectors extracted from the image x at layer l s and l t of the perceptual network respectively. Here l s is the conv4_2 and l t is the conv3_2 and conv4_2 layers, as motivated in [8] . In our implementation, λ 1 = 0.01 and λ 2 = 0.99 by checking the resulting generated image visually. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, because the pairs of source and target images are of identical faces, the loss weighted by λ 2 maintains the structural details of the source image. An illustration of the proposed CRN-based synthesis approach is shown in Fig. 1 .
Baseline approaches: (1) PIX2PIX: the approach proposed by Isola et al. [9] learns the mapping from one domain to another, by training a Conditional GAN using Least Absolute Deviations (L1) loss function. The generator is based on U-Net [14] architecture, an encoder-decoder with skip connections between mirrored layers in the encoder and decoder stacks. The discriminator aims to classify real images from generated ones. The training was run for 85 epochs, batch size of one, and 2e-4 learning rate.
(2) TV-GAN: the approach proposed by Zhang et al. [3] builds a network to generate visible-like face images from thermal captures. This work is inspired by PIX2PIX, as it uses the same network for the generationr. However, the authors proposed a multi-task discriminator, that doesn't only classify real from generated images, but also performs a closed-set face recognition to obtain identity loss. This aims to generate visible-like images while preserving identity information from the thermal inputs. The training was run for 65 epochs, batch size of one, and 2e-4 learning rate.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To develop and evaluate our solution, we use the VIS-TH face publicly available database [15] . The database contains face images in visible spectrum with pixel resolution of 1920×1080 and their thermal counterpart of pixel resolution of 160×120. Face images from both spectra were acquired simultaneously using the dual sensor camera Flir DUO R [16] with a spectral response range of 7.5 -13.5µm for the thermal sensor. 50 subjects of different ages, gender, and ethnicities have participated in the data collection. Unlike the few existing databases of visible and thermal face, this database includes a wide range of variations: expression, illumination, pose and occlusion. Considering 21 facial variation for each subject, the database contains in total 2100 images.
Thermal images were up-sampled from 120x120 to 128x128 pixels to match the network input. The visible images were down-sampled to 128x128 pixels as well. Visible images are treated as three color channel image by the network, while the thermal image (one channel) is fed identically to all three channels. To enable a realistic evaluation of our approach, and because the face alignment solutions in the thermal spectrum is not a well standardized technique, the face images were not aligned. Therefore, the data contained images with slightly shifted faces that also did not always have the same scale in comparison to the image size.
The solution introduced in the previous section is trained and deployed to generate visible images from thermal ones. The generation is trained always on the ground-truth thermal and visible images (containing all capture variations, except the completely dark visible images) of 45 (out of 50) identities and the resulted solution is used to generate the images for the remaining 5 identities in the database. This was performed 10 times to test our generation on all the images in the database without overlapping the test and train images or identities. We trained the solution on a system with system i5-6500 CPU 16 GB RAM and NVIDIA GTX 1050 Ti 4 GB on-board. The training was run for 40 epochs, patch size of one, and 1e-4 learning rate. The training takes slightly under 3 hours.
In the next section, we present and discuss a visual qualitative samples of the generated visible images. To have a quantitative comparison of the generated image quality, we present a number of image quality measures (suggested in [17] ) for the original and generated images. Namely, as defined in the relative references, the sharpness [18] , blur [19] , exposure [20] , global contrast factor (GCF) [21] , contrast [18, 22] , light symmetric (LS) [17] , and brightness [22] . The same experimental details and quality metrics were used to train and evaluate the baseline PIX2PIX [9] and TV-GAN [3] . Table 1 : Quality measures of the original ground-truth thermal (O-THM) and visible (O-VIS) captures, as well as our generated visible-like (G-VIS) images. Each of the measures is given as a mean value over the full database (± standard deviation). The quality similarity between the visible generated and ground-truth data is noted (most similar to O-VIS in bold). different frontal pose generated images contains minimum large scale artifact, however, small details (e.g. around the eye) are less than optimal. Different poses still produced visually realistic images, with slightly more artifacts compared to the frontal poses. This might be due to containing larger areas (e.g. around the nose) where the thermal information is relatively similar. Artificial occlusions were generated in relative good quality, as they commonly block much of the thermal signal. Some confusion was noticed between regenerating transparent and sun glasses, as they both have similar thermal print. Generating visible images with occlusion by hand was successful, however, with high level of blur in the hand region. As expected, the amount of the visible illumination does not affect the generated visible image from the thermal one, which is one of the main motivation of this work. Figure 3 presents a visual comparison, in different scenarios, between images generated by our proposed solution and the baseline TV-GAN [3] and PIX2PIX [9] solutions. One can notice in the figure that our solution produces a more detailed generation of the visible-like images. Fig. 4 .a shows some of the few challenging situations that produced less optimal visible results. The first (top) visible image generation sample produced a visible image that differs in the color tone from the ground-truth image, although darker than the images presented in Fig. 2 . This is mainly due to the fact that different skin tones appears close to identical in the thermal domain. To a less degree, this might be also caused by the limited ethnic variability of the training data. The second sample from the top of Fig. 4 .a shows another visually distorted generated sample. Here, the generation seems to add a facial hair-like distortion when compared to the ground-truth image. This can be reasoned by the limited female gender representation within the training data, and the limited size of the training data in general. The last two samples of the Fig.  4 .a presents the image generation, in both directions, for an extreme pose. In this case, the visible image generated from the thermal image seems to face some confusion in the chin area. However, in the bottom sample, this is not problematic when generating a thermal-like image from the visible image. Fig. 4 .b presents samples of generated visible images from different genders, ethnicities, and face scale.
For a quantitative comparison between the generated and original ground-truth images, Table 1 presents image quality measures calculated from these datasets. The overall similarity between the generated and ground-truth data is clear. In general, the generated images are slightly more blur and less sharp. The exposure is slightly increased when generating a visible image . The contrast and GCF is higher in the generated visible image when compared to the ground-truth. The generated data scored lower LS values in comparison to the corresponding ground-truth, which indicate a higher lightning symmetry in the generated images. Finally, the brightness of the generated data did not differ significantly from the corresponding ground-truth. Overall, the generated images maintained, to a large degree, the quality of the corresponding ground-truth images. This similarity in quality metrics to the ground-truth is held to a significantly lower degree by the two baseline solutions, TV-GAN [3] and PIX2PIX [9] , also presented in Table 1 .
CONCLUSION
Driven by the suboptimal deployment scenarios of face recognition, and motivated by the need for cross-spectrum manual and automatic recognition, we present a solution for highquality color visible image generation from thermal captures. Unlike previous works, our solution does not require large training database, data augmentation, polarimetric sensors, high computational needs, or low generated image resolution. The proposed solution is based on cascaded refinement networks and contextual loss, making it relatively easy to train on small databases and inherently scale and rotation invariant. The results proved, by comparison to two state-of-theart solutions, the visual high quality of the generated images under different scenarios, as well as, the quantitative quality similarity to the ground-truth images.
